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Abstract—In the current context of the Social Web, trust has
emerged as a concept and mechanism to differentiate users of
this Social Web and the content they generate. Much effort
has been devoted to study trust predictors with the aim to
provide some operational use of the concept. We propose in
this work a new predictor for trust: knowledge obsolescence. We
provide a characterization of the concept and a description of the
relation between trust and knowledge obsolescence. We applied
the concept to a generic recommender system. For this purpose,
we have developed a software simulator that allow us to test
trust and knowledge obsolescence networks in the recommender
systems context. Interesting results were obtained. We found that
recommender systems success is augmented. Moreover, we found
an improvement in some cases for the coverage of potential
recommendable items. We did not find statistical significant
benefit on the quality of recommendations.
Index Terms—Recommender systems, trust-based recom-
menders, knowledge obsolescence, trust models.
I. INTRODUCTION
The web is changing. From the old web sites where content
was mainly author-of-the-site generated, we are now expe-
riencing the appearance of new web applications where the
content is also user-generated. This is a huge paradigm shift
in which users are now not only consumers, but also producers
of content.
Internet has demonstrated being a great enabler for virtual
communities. Social networks, photo communities among
other Web applications are now running and experiencing
this new paradigm. Users can now share comments, opinions,
ratings, thoughts, knowledge, among other social assets.
Several users generating contents imply vast amounts of
data. And this imply users that want to consume some specific
data will face problems to find the data they really want.
Moreover, not all users generate data with similar quality.
Thus, in the need to differentiate users and content they
generate, we need to incorporate some elements to accomplish
this. One key element is trust.
Several effort in incorporating trust in web applications have
been made. One example is trust-based recommender systems.
Recommender systems appeared as web applications with a
clear goal: to facilitate users in the search and find of specific
items (movies, camcorders, etc.) or data. With the inclusion
of trust, recommender systems have shown improvements in
quality of items or data recommended, coverage of items or
data and alleviating some inherent problems such as the cold-
start problem.
Although discussed several years ago in [1], knowledge
obsolescence has not been considered as predictor of trust,
and thus the concept has not been used yet to improve
recommender systems. In this thesis work, we propose a
trust model which considers knowledge obsolescence as a
predictor of trust. We present a characterization of the knowl-
edge obsolescence concept appropriate for operational and
computational use and then we use this inferred trust value
to improve a generic trust-based recommender system.
A software simulator was developed and is presented in this
work. We simulated several trust-network scenarios in order
to find where knowledge obsolescence improves recommenda-
tions. We present a validation of the simulator and the analysis
of the results given by the simulator.
This work is structured as follows. Section II presents the
context of this work and the problem we found interesting to
be worked on: issues with operational uses of trust in Web
applications and the reasons that motivated us to consider
knowledge obsolescence. Section III presents related previous
work. Section IV presents the main proposal of this work:
(1) a trust model and (2) a characterization of the knowl-
edge obsolescence concept. Sections V and VI present an
implementation of our proposal and its validation. Section
VII presents results given by several simulations runs and
their analysis. Finally, section VIII presents the conclusions
of this thesis work and some interesting challenges and ideas
for future work.
II. CONTEXT AND RELATED PROBLEM
A. Context
Social network concept is commonly heard today regarding
interaction between persons, especially on Internet, but it is
important to mention that Barnes introduced in 1954 the first
definition of social network [3] describing them as a system
in which ties between pairs of persons who regard each
other as approximate social equals exist [4]. Although Barnes
makes no use of mathematical or computational definitions,
his statement is applicable to more computational-oriented
definitions. In this sense, what Barnes named as ties between
pairs is what today is conceived as a relationship between
users in a social application on Internet (e.g., friendship). And,
in more mathematical terms, these relationships are edges in a
graph that represent a social network in which vertex or nodes
are users (or, in general, any kind of social actor [3][41][69]).
Most, if not all, of the social applications have in common
the following aspects:
• Users of the social applications can interact with other
users by sharing knowledge, experiences, ideas and opin-
ions, and
• Users use the data in social applications (both, user-
generated and author-generated data) for making faster
decisions (e.g., buying a product).
In practical terms, making faster decision implies some help
by means of a recommendation to the user. Several recom-
mender systems in different areas have been implemented. For
instance, we can mention a Music Recommendation System
that provides a personalized service of music recommendation
[80], a recommender system for Web services that aims to
help the user picking the service that match his requirements
[81], a system to recommend courses in a university [82], a
recommender for commodity e-commerce-type products [83]
and even for recommendation of photo-shooting points [84].
These examples of recommender systems show that there is
almost no limit to which area a recommender system could
exist with the same goal: helping users to make faster (and
better) decisions.
Trust has emerged as a concept and mechanism to be
considered to improve classic recommender systems.
B. Related Problem
We have stated before in this work that Internet and the Web
are experiencing a paradigm shift in which users are not acting
only as consumers, but also as producers. Having several users
producing content may sound great, but, at the same time, as
more and more content is generated, the task of finding high
quality data is becoming a hard task.
Recommender systems appeared as a result of important
scientific and engineering efforts to provide data of interest to
users who make use of Web applications and, at the same time,
to improve data coverage in search operations. The reader
should note that here the word “data” points to any kind
of returnable item (e.g., movies, books, profiles, and so on).
Colloquially, we could say recommender systems try to bring
to users not only the right data, but also the right amount of
data.
A second-order improvement to recommender systems is
achieved, in some cases, by incorporating “trust”. Using trust
in recommender systems require an operationalization of the
concept, a task that is not simple as trust is a very complex
concept. This operationalization is required because recom-
mender systems are actually computer programs that operate
with numbers. Thus, every trust-based recommender system
require a set of clearly-defined parameters in order to make
trust-based recommendations.
Some efforts have been made to alleviate this problem (see
section III). We can find models to define trust as a function
of reputation, as an inferred value given some specific factors,
among other approaches.
By exploring several Web applications (mostly virtual com-
munities) we have found, in some specific areas, knowledge
obsolescence being an important indicator that users consider
implicitly to establish a trust relationship to other users.
Our own previous work intended to find a relation between
trust and knowledge obsolescence [2]. We found interesting
relations between trust and knowledge obsolescence in four
computer science topics.
As of this writing, neither recommender systems nor trust
models have considered knowledge obsolescence to improve
recommendations and/or to infer trust, respectively. This poses
the following question: why not use knowledge obsolescence
as (1) a predictor (or in more general terms, as an indicator)
for trust and (2) to improve trust-based recommender systems.
This work thesis aims to define a trust model which allows
inferring trust by using knowledge obsolescence and using the
inferred value for recommender systems. Also we make use of
in silico experimentation in order to determine the impact of
incorporating knowledge obsolescence in a typical trust-based
recommender system. Section IV presents this trust model and
discusses some interesting results on the relation between trust
and knowledge obsolescence.
III. STATE OF THE ART
A. Trust and Confidence: Social Concepts
A state of the art in trust-based computing cannot begin
without stating that trust is a very complex concept. Moreover,
it is not only in the computer science domain in which trust
has been recognized, formalized and used. Trust has also been
considered as an important concept in fields such as mili-
tary organization [5], economy and market operations [7][12]
and human development [13], corporate-consumers relation-
ships [16], social exchange related theories [17], organization
of virtual teams [9][43][76], politics [18][19], automation
[20][21][22], among other domains.
Although we experience trust and its manifestations every
day of our lives, giving a definition and characterization is
a great challenge [23]. The complexity of trust as a concept
is mainly due to the several application domains [24] (it is
almost a natural implication the fact that each of these domains
define and use the concept in different ways), a lack of generic
representation of trust [25][26], and unclear distinctions in
important related concepts such as trust and cooperation [30].
In more operational terms, trust is also affected by the culture
in which it is considered [8]. However, the good part in this
problem is that, despite the complexity of the concept, it
appears there exist some agreement in the literature regarding
the importance of trust [5][7][29][70][93], with some authors
going beyond by questioning why trust should not be used in
social systems if it is so pervasive in them [42].
Although not clear as we would want, there are some
efforts in making a distinction between trust and confidence.
Luhmann asserts that both concepts refer to expectations
(with possibility of deception), but in the case of trust there
exist some compromise between the truster and the trustee
expressed as risk and options, that is, a person trusts in
someone or something with the assumption that there is some
risk in the trustee acting wrong (i.e., not acting in the expected
manner) and that there exist other options for the truster [14].
In the case of confidence, there is little, if none, possibility of
deception (i.e., very low risk) and even if there is a possibility
of deception, the confident person has no choices as in the
case of a trust relation because the confident does not know
what to do as an alternative [14]. According to this point
of view, an example of confidence relation appears between
airlines and passengers. Passengers often have to make use
of airplanes given the fact there is confidence in the plane
reaching the destiny and because there are no alternatives
(imagine a place a passenger can reach only by plane). A
slight different, but compatible, approach in distinguishing
trust and confidence is taken by Tonkiss who states that trust
presupposes more risk because a person trusts another one by
not observing hard facts such as performance and reputation
[7] (e.g., trusting in a person based on how the person dresses).
For Tonkiss, a confidence relation appears when having hard
facts or data (e.g., investing in a good-performance enterprise).
A key idea in distinguishing trust and confidence is that there is
no clear boundary between both concepts, thus allowing some
relation to be in part confidence and in part trust [14]. Adams
also agrees that trust requires risk and adds that confidence
requires less abstraction because confidence could be formed
by observing probabilities [5], that is, some kind of certainty in
a prediction [6]. For Adams, pure trust appears in the absence
of certainty [6].
Interactions (relations) between individuals in a social sys-
tem are fundamental and common [35][36] and are sometimes
understood as two-sided and mutually rewarding processes
(not necessarily economical) [28]. Emmerson suggests three
aspects subject to empirical observation in order to understand
social relations: actions by individuals (as noted by [29], some
kinds of webs of reputation have been observed in settlements
as elements acting to control people’s behavior), transactions
between individuals, and exchange relations (a series of trans-
actions between same individuals) [28]. It is interesting to
see how trust and related concepts appear recurrently in the
literature and it is more impressive that the concept appears
independently of the the social system enabler (i.e., it does not
depend on technology enabling a social network). In fact, roots
of social capital1 theory state that networks of relationships
between people conform the basis for trust [87]. Regarding
social capital, the authors in [10] cite several benefits of high
levels of trust: social solidarity, cohesion, better economic
performance, support for democracy, and control of immoral
behavior. Although these benefits have been observed outside
a possible social capital on the Internet, it is clear that today,
social solidarity, cohesion and control of immoral behavior
are key aspects in social networks on the Internet. One can
1Social capital is a very important concept to understand social collabora-
tion and the movement of social assets.
easily argue that an Internet social network with any (or all)
of these aspects absent would probably lead to a failing social
network application. This aspect of trust in social networks
has not only been observed in Internet applications, it also
affects the way people get involved with real (i.e., no virtual)
institutions [88] (social networks also play a role in behavior
styles diffusion [89]). It has also been shown that social capital
is critical in knowledge sharing in social networks or, in more
general terms, in virtual communities [11]. It is important here
to note that social actors do not transfer knowledge and other
assets without evaluating quality. This is a key characteristic
that make sense of trust in social systems and social capital.
B. Social Networks and Trust
Although initially [3] coined as system of ties between pairs
of persons who regard each other as approximate social equals
[4], the concept of social network brings together the concepts
of social system, social interaction, social capital and social
exchange. It is important to note that although Barnes analyzed
the social organization of Bremnes (Norway) and described a
social network in terms of the particular social organization
in Bremnes, the concept is compatible with what today we
understand as a social network in several areas, including
computer science and Internet. It is key to understand social
networks the fact that relationships between social actors are
necessary to allow the flow of resources [37]. Facebook is
probably the best example of a social network enabled by
Internet. In fact, Facebook has allowed several studies [33][34]
regarding the “small-world phenomena” [31][32].
The emergence of social networks on Internet and, in
general, web applications allowing interaction between users
(i.e., virtual communities [77][78]) is motivating a paradigm
shift [38][79]. From the old Web sites in which Web content
was mainly generated by Web site authors, we are now moving
to an Internet in which Web content is mainly generated by
Web site users [38][39]. Thus, users are now acting as content-
authors rather than just content-consumers [40]. Given this
paradigm shift, there is an increasing need in establishing
mechanisms in order to provide differentiation of the web
content that it is generated by the users of web sites (mostly,
social applications) [38][40]. This issue is self-evident in the
semantic Web in which one fundamental principle is that
anyone can produce data [85].
Under the fundamental assumption that individuals do not
transfer assets (e.g., knowledge) before evaluating their quality,
trust has emerged as one of the elements used to provide differ-
entiation between users and, therefore, for differentiation of the
content users generate, such as comments, opinions, reviews,
descriptions, thoughts, among others social assets (trust can
be considered as a key element to facilitate coordination and
cooperation [86]).
Some interesting properties of trust can be found in the work
done by Sherchan, Nepal and Paris [3]:
• Context specific: trust has a specific scope. This is the
case in which, for example, A trusts in B for automobile
mechanics, but not for automobile electrical wiring.
• Dynamic: the trust A has on B can increase, stay equal,
or decrease over time.
• Propagative: A can trust on C because there exist trust
links between A and B and between B and C. Trust can
be assumed to decay proportionally to the length of the
chain of trust relations [44].
• Non-transitive: trust is propagable, but, in general, trust
is not transitive. Transitivity means if A is related to B
by some relation R and B is related to C by the same
relation R, then A is related to C by the same relation.
As an example, if A trusts more in B (than B in A) and
B trusts more in C (than C in B), there is no assurance
in A trusting more in C (than C in A).
• Composable: there can be several relations between A
and C. Therefore, A trusts in C by observing trust in
each one of the relations (then composing a value).
• Subjective: it depends on subjective evaluation. Even
same behavior could mean different levels of trust for
the same person.
• Typically asymmetric: A trusts to a certain extent in B,
but there is no assurance the same extent is applied in B
trusting A.
• Self-reinforcing: people tend to act positively with others
they trust.
• Event-sensitive: even if A has a long-lasting trust relation
with B, a single event may destroy trust between A and
B.
Another interesting property of trust is Inferrable. This
property can be observed in the multiple trust models existing
today. This property states that trust can be determined by
observing other factors. This property is of interest in the
computer science domain as this allows trust being computed
and used over a trust network.
C. Trust as a Computational Concept: Definitions, Models
and Applications
Trust has been studied and applied in different ways in
the computer science context and it is rather hard to find
consensus on what trust is [42]. Work done by Marsh [94]
is commonly cited as the first intent and effort in describing,
structuring and formalizing the concept as a computational
one. Although in Marsh’s work trust is considered as a
concept with generic application in the domain, some authors
have stressed the idea that trust needs to be considered in
interactions between humans [41][96]. In their work, Artz and
Gil offer three definitions gathered from previous works by
other authors [69]. First definition states that trust is under-
stood as a subjective expectation an agent has about another’s
future behaviour based on the history of their encounters
[69][97]. Second definition stresses the idea that trust is related
to the competence of an actor to act dependably, securely,
and reliably within a specified context [69][98]. This second
definition is more related to the competence to act of an actor
rather than the behaviour the actor has shown in the past.
Finally, the third definition gathered by Artz and Gil proposes
trust as a measurement of the belief that some actor will
behave dependably for a specific service offered by the actor
within some specified context [69][99]. Despite these three
definitions of trust given by their respective authors, Artz and
Gil also recognize that trust has sense when it is involved in
a relation in which there is a possibility of deception (i.e.,
deception is a possible outcome) [69]. This is also noted in
[14] and [15]. Another view or definition of trust can be found
in [91] which states that trust is commonly defined as one
having confidence in some service or resource will behave in
an expected manner and the authors in [42] go beyond this by
including dependability, security and reliability as fundamental
characteristics.
Using trust in computer science requires some conceptual
framework to define and evaluate trust relationships. The
authors of [63] keyed the term trust management problem
for the definition of security policies, security credentials
and trust relationships components in an eventual conceptual
framework. This term has evolved since, from a static view to
a more dynamic view because it is also recognized that trust
changes over time [3][42]. In practical terms, trust manage-
ment can be considered as the set of principal design decisions
(i.e., the architecture of the system [52]) regarding how trust
will be computed and stored in the system [45][86]. The
reader should note there is some overlapping between what
the terms trust management and trust model cover. According
to [55], trust management approaches differ in basically three
aspects: (1) how trust is computed, (2) the resilience of the
architecture to manage trust, and (3) how trust is computed
under special circumstances such as in a cold start (people
do not only need to trust others, but also to know there are
others trusting them [68]). Managing trust in a system includes
also non-functional aspects such as reliability and security.
Authors of [52] provide some recommendations and guidelines
to be incorporated into trust-related architectural styles: use of
digital identities, separation of internal and external data, make
trust visible, and treat trust as a numerical value which, ideally,
would be syntactically and semantically comparable to other
values of trust.
In trust management, one can find centralized, distributed
and mixed schemes to compute trust. Before delving into
some approaches, it is fundamental to remember that Gambetta
introduced the word level in the definition of trust [68]
which is key in the context of computer science as most
of the applications of trust in this domain are founded on
the idea of working with trust as a level. There are several
ways and mechanisms to calculate/derive and propagate trust.
MoleTrust [101] and TidalTrust [102] are two widely known
algorithms for propagating trust over a network. Although
different implementations and designs, both algorithms share
the common idea that if one user is connected by a finite
number of edges to another user (i.e., there is some way to
reach other user by following an existing path in a social
network or graph), then the first user could derive a value
of trust for the other user (they make use of some of the
properties of trust mentioned by [3]). Trust can also be
captured or derived from existing data on social applications
in a similar way as some reputation systems do [106]. Also,
trust can be inferred by using more formal approaches such
as applying similarity metrics in a similar way as it is done
with graphs [95]. It should be noted that not all approaches are
distributed ones. For example, the Advogato project considers
a central authority which determines the trust for the users of
the application [104]. A kind of mixed-approach is found in
EigenTrust in which trust is computed considering local trust
values and a global reputation of the peers that rate trust on
another specific one [105].
Trust management plays an important role in Medical Infor-
mation Systems [46][47][48], Information Retrieval Systems
[49][51] and Mobile Code [50] (many other generic examples
are presented in [42]). Other examples include the following:
(1) in crowdsourcing systems, trust is managed to not only
find the trustworthy partners, but also to maximize the social
welfare of the system (composed by partners) [53]; (2) trust is
also managed in mobile and and-hoc networks to encourage
nodes behaving correctly and also to evaluate misbehavior
[54]; (3) trust management aids in the operation of service
provision networks by helping the network to scale for a
larger set of individuals, especially in the case of service
provision networks with multi-scale service level agreements
(SLA) [55]; (4) as the Internet of Things research area matures,
security is becoming an important concern [56][57][58][59]
and, in this context, trust management is a critical issue to be
considered by its very social-network-based nature [60][61];
(5) due to its peer-based nature, a field that cannot be left out
of this discussion is P2P systems in which trust management
plays a vital role to establish trust among peers [62].
Although trust calculation depends on the specific imple-
mentation of an application [64], efforts on characterizing
trust as a computational concept are part of trust models [42].
Trust models generally aim to provide precise definitions of
trust [71], the relationships of the attributes that characterize
trust and how trust is computed, updated, composed, and
measures to counteract malicious users’ behavior [65]. Some
models define how trust evolves over time [72]. Yan and
Holtmanns also make a distinction between trust model and
trust modeling, stating that trust modeling is the approach used
to represent trust for digital use [86]. Also, parameters being
used for inferring trust are commonly studied as part of trust
models [69][103]. Trust models are also used for evaluation
of trust-based systems [73]. Several approaches exist to define
trust models: statistical/machine learning, heuristics, behavior-
based [3], among others.
Direct Trust is the simplest model with no third-party
elements intervening trust computing and management [66].
In this model, a social actor rates trust on a partner directly.
Simplicity is a great characteristic of the Direct Trust model,
but at the same time this characteristic is less suitable for
more complex scenarios such as the case of social networks.
A generalization of the Direct Trust model which allows a
network made of trust relations is regarded as the Web of
Trust model. The Web of Trust model was first coined by Phil
Zimmermann in 1992 in the development of the PGP [66][67].
Since then, the Web of Trust model has evolved to more
complex variations such as in the case of some recommender
systems [100] and in the semantic web [85]. XRep is in part
a trust model [52] and part a protocol proposed in [74]. It is,
essentially, a reputation-based trust model for P2P file-sharing
applications in which a source node chooses a node with some
specific file by asking other peers their opinion about the node
in question who has been previously selected with a best-
match criteria in the initial search for a file. The model was
improved by defining new trust semantics, resulting in X2Rep
[75].
Literature in computer science domain shows that trust has
several practical implications in social applications. Related to
this thesis work, it is important to highlight the use of trust for
construction of recommender systems. Recommender systems
are a relatively old research area in which there is an interest in
predicting elements to be offered to an user of an application.
When trust is used in recommender systems, they are com-
monly named as trust-based recommender systems. Trust can
be used to alleviate the cold-start problem in recommender
systems as it can be used to give more weight to ratings
and opinions about some items that could be recommended
[111]. Several approaches exist for trust-based recommender
systems. TruBeRepec describes an interesting approach of data
collection for evaluating trust of users and for using this trust-
behavior-based approach in order to provide recommendations
of mobile applications [107]. Results from simulations show
TruBeRepec not only being an effective recommender system
for mobile applications, but also a robust and usable one
[107]. In STRS, a social network based recommender system
proposed in [108], a trust-reputation based component is used
to filter content to achieve higher quality recommendations
and to alleviate the cold-start problem (previous results show
users will not be rating more items initially in order to obtain
more recommendations [109]). Results show improvements
in quality and relevance of the recommendations, but also
an increase in response time for recommendations as more
users are involved (but, being acceptable) [108]. TrustWalker
provides another interesting approach in which a two-sided
process consists in a random walk in a trust network and a
probabilistic item selection [110] with the aim of making a
more intelligent walking over the trust network. Experiments
with the Epinions dataset show TrustWalker outperforming
collaborative filtering and plain trust-based systems in terms
of coverage [110]. A slight different approach in using trust
in recommender systems (called Top-K recommendation) is
found in [114] in which trust is computed by determin-
ing the similarity of the interests of users, that is, a kind
of similarity-based trust-based recommender system using a
modified version of the TrustWalker algorithm [110]. Using
two evaluation metrics, experiments show an improvement in
quality and performance compared to item-based and user-
based collaborative filtering [110]. Trust can also be used to
construct recommender systems as explained by O’Donovan
and Smyth [112]. This proposal is very interesting for this
thesis work. They propose a system which is, actually, a
recommender system based on what Resnick et al. proposed in
the GroupLens architecture: a recommendation session which
consider producers of ratings of items and a consumer to
which a rating over a particular item is predicted [115] (i.e.,
an item that has not been rated yet by the consumer). In
its original form, the GroupLens architecture makes use of
a matrix involving users (columns) and netnews items (rows)
where the elements or entries of the matrix are ratings from
users to netnews items. What GroupLens does is to compute
or predict a rating for a user that has not rated an item yet.
O’Donovan and Symth make use of this approach (heuristic
in words of Resnick et al. [115]) recognizing two groups of
users that join the recommendation session:
• Consumer profile: the user receiving the predicted rating.
Strictly speaking, this user is external to the recommen-
dation session.
• Producer profiles: all of the users that has been selected
for integrating the recommendation session. Producer
profiles have rated other items.
The main idea is one consumer profile gets a predicted
rating (the recommended rating by the system) by requesting
the value to a recommendation session. The recommendation
session is formed by producer profiles. When the recommenda-
tion session is formed, the predicted rating is computed using
1:
c(i) = c¯+
P
p∈P (i)
(p(i)− p¯)sim(c, p)P
p∈Pi
|sim(c, p)| (1)
where sim(c, p)2 is a similarity measure which O’Donovan
and Smyth replace by the Pearson Correlation [112]3 and:
• c(i) is the predicted rating4 requested by a consumer c
for an item i,
• c is the average of ratings the consumer profile has made,
• p(i) is the rating a producer profile p has made over an
item i, and
• p¯ is the average of ratings the producer profile p has made
over all items.
In the work of O’Donovan and Smyth, there are two options
for using trust in the recommender system:
1) Using trust to filter producers. That is, according to
a specified trust value used as a threshold, only trust-
worthy producers are considered in the recommendation
session.
2Consumer profile represent the user is waiting for, or getting a, recom-
mendation. That is, items are recommended to a consumer profile. Producer
profiles represent the users that have rated items before (i.e., the ratings
producers).
3Pearson Correlation is used in the formula to get a correlation between
the ratings on items of users in an hypothetical social network. However, the
reader should note that using Pearson Correlation is only a specific approach
to define “similarity between users”.
4It is interesting to see how recommendation an item recommendation is
mapped to a concrete mathematical operation that predicts a rating for an item
that a consumer profile have not rated yet.
2) Using trust to weight ratings according to the level of
trust the producer of the rating have.
In case of filtering producers, they simply use the following
set of producers:
PTi = p ∈ P (i) : Trust(p) > T (2)
In the set of producers (equation 2), trust can be profile-
level or item-level, as explained by the authors. In simple
words, a threshold T is defined. Therefore, only producers
with trust greater than T are allowed to participate in the
recommendation session.
Using trust to weight rating is a bit more complex. The
Resnick’s formula is modified as follows:
c(i) = c¯+
P
p∈P (i)
(p(i)− p¯)w(c, p)P
p∈Pi
|w(c, p)|
where w(c, p) is defined as follows:
w(c, p) =
2(sim(c, p))trust(p)
sim(c, p) + trust(p)
Again, trust can be profile-level or item-level. If item-level
trust is used, the weight must consider the trust at item-
level by using trust(p, i) and the left part of the equation
should be written as w(c, p, i). It should be noted that this
weight is obtained by applying the harmonic mean to trust
and similarity values (authors argue harmonic mean is more
robust in response to large differences between both values
[112]).
Results of experiments made by the authors show a positive
impact of trust on overall prediction errors [112].
IV. THESIS PROPOSAL AND HYPOTHESES
As stated before in sections I and III, obsolescence is an
interesting characteristic of knowledge. The concept applies
to a certain degree depending on the knowledge area [1]. We
propose here a trust model based on knowledge obsolescence.
The rationale behind this trust model is founded on the fact
that in areas in which knowledge is subject to obsolescence,
we expect users being able to rate knowledge obsolescence in
a more natural way than rating trust (which, in our experience
and other reported works, is not simple for a user to rate).
Therefore, we propose trust as a function of knowledge
obsolescence, that is, T = t(k), where T is the trust level and
t is a generic function that takes as argument the knowledge
obsolescence level k. Although we left to the specific appli-
cation the exact definition of the function t(k), we provide
in this section a characterization of knowledge obsolescence
based on data gathered from two experiments.
A. Hypotheses
Given the potential applicability of knowledge obsolescence
in trust-based recommender systems, it seems reasonable for
us to state the following hypotheses:
• General Hypothesis: Integration of trust and knowledge
obsolescence concepts allows improvements in the per-
formance of recommender systems in areas in which
knowledge obsolescence has sense.
– Specific hypothesis: in similar circumstances, trust
and knowledge obsolescence provide better quality
in results than in a trust-only-based recommender
system.
– Specific hypothesis: in similar circumstances, trust
and knowledge obsolescence provide more results
(quantity) than the provided ones by a trust-only-
based recommender system.
The remaining of this thesis work is devoted to test these
hypotheses by using in silico experimentation.
B. A Characterization of Knowledge Obsolescence
Understanding what knowledge obsolescence is (i.e., what
knowledge obsolescence means in this work) is vital for
the development of this thesis. In this context, knowledge
obsolescence is defined as a particular state between the
highest and the lowest possible currentness of knowledge
that a particular social actor has regarding some topic of
interest. That is, (1) given a topic of interest i and (2) a user u
who has an opinion regarding a topic i, we define knowledge
obsolescence as the knowledge aging level, in a continuous
range (e.g., from 1 to 10), of the knowledge that the user u
has regarding the topic of interest i. As similar as in the case
of trust-based social applications, we assume that this aging
level is implicit in the opinions or in what user u is sharing
with others. This means that some user of an application
could determine the knowledge aging level of some other user
by reviewing his or her reviews, comments, opinions, among
other social assets. It is important to highlight in this context
that we assume the aging level is relative to, implicit in, and
restricted to the knowledge area. Thus, a specific value for the
knowledge obsolescence indicator in one specific area may not
(and probably will not) apply to other areas (e.g., knowledge
aging level in classical music versus programming languages).
Requiring a user to review what other users have done in
the social application has two important practical implications:
1) Social applications considering trust and/or knowledge
obsolescence related mechanisms or algorithms need
some kind of user profile.
2) It is in this user profile in which a user would see the
behavior of the user (in order to rate trust or knowledge
obsolescence).
Thus, knowledge obsolescence is an indicator to express
to what extent a particular knowledge is obsolete. It
is important to highlight that a particular knowledge of a
person has sense when it is studied regarding some topic
of interest. Therefore, the knowledge obsolescence also has
sense when studied regarding a topic of interest. It is also
important to highlight here that knowledge obsolescence in
one topic of interest may not be applicable on other topics.
For instance, users that rate knowledge obsolescence on other
users regarding the topic Operating Systems may not have the
same opinion about knowledge obsolescence of the same users
regarding a different topic (or knowledge area). This is a very
important issue and it must be considered when developing
and deploying social applications with this concept.
Also, it is important to recognize that not all human
knowledge areas are subject to the same. For example, it
is difficult to say how obsolete is the knowledge of a user
regarding classical music which, today, is essentially static.
The situation is very different when we consider topics that are
more dynamic. For example, software development is a very
dynamic topic in which knowledge could get aged in a short
time span. Therefore, it is important to recognize the following
kinds of topics regarding the dynamic nature of knowledge:
• Static topics: areas in which knowledge is mostly static.
The topic or area could be old or new, but the important
characteristic is that the knowledge is not subject to
high variations through time. This could be the case
of classical music which is a knowledge area that is
defined and studied regarding musicians and music that
was created several years ago (although some small
interpretations could vary over time).
• Dynamic topics: areas in which knowledge suffer no-
ticeable variations through time. This is the case of, for
instance, software development.
The reader should note that this classification has nothing
to do with the size of the body of knowledge.
An example of knowledge obsolescence is described in our
previous work in [2].
C. Relation Between Knowledge Obsolescence and Trust
After we recognized the idea of knowledge obsolescence
and considered it as an indicator for trust, we prepared a pilot
study in order to gain some insight about the relation between
trust and knowledge obsolescence. This pilot study consisted
in asking persons to rate trust and knowledge obsolescence
on other persons given four topics of interest: programming
of augmented reality systems, system administration in Linux
operating system, programming of applications for Android
operating system, and object-oriented programming wirh Java
or Python.
We considered 16 persons of a Software Architecture un-
dergraduate course at the Universidad Te´cnica Federico Santa
Marı´a in Valparaı´so, Chile (using students as a source of data is
not uncommon as noted in [113]). Each one of the 16 persons
were asked to rate trust on, and rate knowledge obsolescence
on, between 1 and 10, each classmate in each of the four topics
of interest. Students’ age range is 22-26 years old.
For obsolescence, 1 means none or very little obsolescence
and 10 means very obsolete knowledge. For trust, 1 means
none or very little trust and 10 means very high trust.
An important instruction was an indication that if a person
could not establish or rate trust or obsolescence (e.g., when a
social relationship between the parties has not been established
yet) the ratings must be left empty. This is equivalent to say
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Fig. 1. Trust and Knowledge Obsolescence Relation -pilot study
that the absence of a relationship between two persons is not
represented neither by 0 nor 1.
They were also told that the evaluation of their partners has
sense when considering opinions or comments about tools or
practices in the topics (i.e., the possibility of deception may
appear in this information exchange).
Therefore, each subject was asked to rate trust and knowl-
edge obsolescence on their classmates given the following
conditions:
• A social relation must exist. It could be virtual (e.g., a
virtual transaction on Internet) or real (e.g., they have
worked on a project in the past)
• Subjects could rate trust alone, trust along with knowl-
edge obsolescence, or knowledge obsolescence alone
• If a subject could not rate trust or obsolescence (e.g.,
when a social relationship between the parties has not
been established yet) the ratings must be left empty (i.e.,
neither 0 nor 1)
• They were also told that the evaluation of their class-
mates has sense when considering opinions, comments
or experiences about tools or practices in the topics.
1) Pilot Study Results and Conclusions: From all the valid
results entered by the subjects in the pilot study, we obtained
69 pairs of values {trust, obsolescence}.
As several values of trust were available for each one of the
values of obsolescence, the median was used as a grouping
measure for the values. The use of the median is motivated
by the fact that it is a more robust central-tendency measure
than, for example, the simple average and therefore is less
susceptible to the influence of outliers.
Two conclusions were drawn from the pilot study:
• Visually, the relation between trust and knowledge ob-
solescence appeared to be non-linear (see plot in figure
1)
• Augmented Reality and Android Operating System Pro-
gramming were not widespread topics (only 3 persons
rated, in average, another 4 persons).
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Programming - Final study
D. Confirmation Study
Results obtained from the pilot study motivated us to pre-
pare a new study for confirmation. This new study considered
only two topics: system administration in Linux operating
system and object-oriented programming wirh Java or Python.
Selection of these two topics was guided by the second
conclusion of the pilot study [2]. The study applied to 90
persons of a Software Engineering undergraduate course at
the same university and in two campuses (Valparaı´so and
Santiago). Instructions were similar to the given ones in the
pilot study. Students’ age range is 21-23 years old.
1) Results and Analysis: As in the case of the pilot study,
we also used the median here as a grouping measure. But
in this case, linear regressions were used for each dataset
to explore and describe the relation between trust (T) and
knowledge obsolescence (k).
In Object-oriented Programming, the best curve fitted was:
T (k) = −0.0198k3 + 0.2966k2 − 1.8350k + 10.5667
with
• SSE = 1.1995
• R2 = 0.9692
In use of Linux Operating System, the best curve fitted was:
T (k) = −0.0253k3 + 0.3561k3 − 2.0126k + 10.7
with
• SSE = 0.8424
• R2 = 0.9838
Both equations describe the relations between trust and
knowledge obsolescence by using knowledge obsolescence as
a predictor variable for trust. Figures 2 and 3 show visually
the behavior of trust as as dependent variable on knowledge
obsolescence for Object-oriented Programming and Linux,
respectively. Additionally, the fitted curves (color black) are
shown in each case.
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Fig. 3. Trust and Knowledge Obsolescence Relation for Linux - Final study
Selection of third order curves was guided by the fact that,
in both cases, the curves were associated to the best values of
the SSE and R2 and also provided the best visual fitting.
2) Preliminary conclusions: After analyzing the results
from this confirmation study, the following preliminary con-
clusions were drawn:
• There is an inverse relation between trust and knowledge
obsolescence, that is, when knowledge obsolescence aug-
ments, the trust in the person is diminished
• Since the curves are of third order, the rate of change of
trust cannot be interpreted as constant, that is, Knowledge
obsolescence appears to have more influence on trust in
the extremes
– When knowledge obsolescence is low (rating be-
tween 1 and 4) or high (rating between 7 and 10) the
rate of change is greater than in the middle (rating
between 4 and 7)
• No apparent difference was found in the relation of trust
and knowledge obsolescence between the two topics
We considered the second conclusion as a very important
one. Obsolescence of knowledge appears to have more influ-
ence on trust in the extremes. That is, when obsolescence of
knowledge is low (rating between 1 and 4) or high (rating
between 7 and 10) the rate of change is greater than in the
middle (rating between 4 and 7). Therefore, when rating trust
between parties, the obsolescence of knowledge has a major
impact in the extremes.
V. IMPLEMENTATION: SIMULATING TRUST AND
KNOWLEDGE OBSOLESCENCE RELATIONS
An important part of this thesis is devoted to the imple-
mentation of a software simulator5. This section describes the
principal design decisions and the architecture of the software.
The main goal of the simulator is to simulate a trust
network with users, items and relationships between users,
and between users and items. Generation of synthetic data has
been recognized as a valid technique for empirical validation
5Available at http://www.github.com/pcruzn/.
in several research areas [120][121], including software en-
gineering [122][123]. However, as stated in [124], care must
be taken when conducting simulation based studies regarding
validity of both data and models. This is not easy in the field
of trust-based recommender systems as it is a relatively new
research field in which there are not much in vivo or in vitro
experiments to analyze and to compare with possible in virtuo
or in silico. Therefore, and although many of the trust-based
systems experiments are in virtuo of in silico, we discuss some
threats to validity:
• Not much work has been carried out in the trust-based
recommendations research area. Thus, we lack a solid
real foundation to design simulation models.
• At this stage of development, we could say that most of
the experimentation and results of this and other works
is more algorithmically than social oriented. This means
that most of the results can be taken into account by
other researchers to improve algorithms with no major
problems, but care must taken when working with these
results in the social aspects of recommender systems.
According to the types of simulations defined by Law and
Kelton [125], the type used here is terminating simulation
because there exist a natural event E that specifies the length
of each run. The event E in this work is a function of the
number of nodes and the number of relationships between
nodes. As expected, these parameters are set at the beginning
of the simulation, a distinctive characteristic of terminating
simulations [125].
Although not exempt of some debate and challenges [126],
releasing software artifacts is becoming increasingly important
when reporting research results [118]. Therefore, this section
also provides some software artifacts (especially design re-
lated) to describe the software and its functionality.
Regarding to this domain model, we can observe the fol-
lowing aspects (the associations in the domain model are
written following the general reading-conventions up-to-down
and left-to-right):
A. Simulating Users, Items and Relationships
The main data structure used in the simulator is a property
graph. A property graph is essentially a graph G = (V,E)
where V is the set of vertices (users, items) and E is the
multiset6 of edges formed by pairs of vertices (trust and rating
relationships), but with the possibility of adding multiple key-
value pairs (or attributes) on each of the elements of the graph7
[134].
Before continuing in this section, it is important to note that,
although nodes, users and items could mean the same in some
contexts, there is an important difference between them: node
is the element created in the database while users and items
are human concepts (which are finally created as nodes in the
database).
6Concept of multiset in mathematics is a generalization of the concept of
set in which elements are allowed to appear more than once
7http://neo4j.com/developer/graph-database/, reviewed at 24-02-2015
The simulator works with four kinds of nodes:
• Start node: represents the source node. That is, the user
getting the recommendation.
• In Between nodes: represent the nodes that are in between
the start node and the end-line nodes.
• End-line nodes: represent the nodes that are in direct
relationship with items. That is, these are the nodes that
rate items.
• Item nodes: represent the abstract items that are recom-
mended.
In addition to the nodes, two relationships are recognized:
• Trust relationship: a relationship of type TRUSTS with
possible values between 1 and 10.
• Rating relationship: a relationship of type RATING
with possible values between 1 and 5.
Given these definitions, the software simulates:
• The creation of one start node, several in-between nodes,
several end-line nodes and several item nodes.
• The creation of trust relationships between:
– Start node and in-between nodes
– Start node and end-line nodes
– In-between nodes
– In-between nodes and end-line nodes
• The creation of rating relationships between:
– End-line nodes and item nodes
It is possible for the software to create cycles in the graph.
But, as explained in section V-C, cycles are not considered
when making recommendations. It is not possible, however,
for the software to create a RATING relationship between
the Start node and any item because it will not be necessary
a recommendation of an item that is already known by the
Start node. It is also not possible for the simulator to create a
trust relationship from in-between nodes or end-line nodes to
the start node. This is not considered because it has no sense
in the simulation of recommendations.
B. Neo4j and Property Graphs
Neo4j is a NoSQL graph database implemented in JAVA
and Scala [133][134]. It is the database used in the simulator
to create and manage all the nodes and relationships. Labels
are used in Neo4j to group nodes with similar characteristics.
In this simulator, four labels are used:
• Start: there is only one node labeled as Start (this is the
simulated user that gets the recommendation).
• InBetween: all nodes between the Start node and the
final nodes (the ones that rate items) are labeled with
the InBetween label.
• EndLine: the final nodes (i.e., the nodes that rate the
items) are labeled as EndLine.
• Item: all items are labeled as Item.
Figure 5 depicts an example graph with colors for the start
node (blue), in-between nodes (green), end-line nodes (light
blue) and item nodes (orange). The figure also shows the
relationships of type TRUSTS and RATING. The nid shown in
each node is the attribute (property key) used for identification
of each node with a particular value (property value). The nids
are shown in the figure, but they are of interest only to the
simulator.
C. Getting Trust On a User
Computing trust on a user (a sink node in the database) is
done by an algorithm implemented as a Transcaction Script in
a class UserService. The service requires two nodes: the source
node and the sink node. Although the implementation allows
computing the trust between any source-sink node pairs, for
practical reasons the service is only used for the start node and
an end-line node. The algorithm developed for this simulator
consists in getting all simple paths (i.e., no cycles in the graph)
and, for each path, taking the average of the trust relationships
between nodes. Finally, the average of the trust for each path is
computed and returned as the trust on the user. This is depicted
in algorithm 1.
Input: sourceNode, sinkNode
Output: trustOnUser
1: paths = getAllSimplePaths(OUTGOING, sourceNode,
sinkNode)
2: while paths.hasNext() do
3: relationships = getAllRellationshipsInPath
4: while relationships.hasNext() do
5: store relationship value (trust)
6: end while
7: compute average of trust for all relationships in a path
8: store average trust in a path
9: end while
10: trustOnUser = compute average of trust of all paths
11: return trustOnUser
Algorithm 1: Algorithm for getting trust on a user
D. Design and Architecture
Software design of the simulator is mainly influenced by
some commonly known design patterns, especially the Ab-
stract Factory pattern [131] and other enterprise architecture
design patterns, especially the Transaction Script and Domain
Model patterns [132].
While Abstract Factory pattern was used to decouple cre-
ation of nodes, Transaction Script and Domain Model pattern
were used to organize all interaction logic between the client
(in this case, the Java application) and the server (in this case,
the embedded database).
The main services created by using Transaction Script
pattern are (see figure 4):
• GraphService
• ItemService
• RecommenderService
• RelationshipService
• UserService
E. General Description of the Simulator’s Components Inter-
action
Figure 4 shows a general description of the messages
sequence between the main simulator’s components. This
diagram was left to the end of this section as it requires
some knowledge of all of the components. However, the reader
should note this diagram is a useful complement to section
V-A.
The diagram shows that all simulations start with an in-
dication of the user to start the simulator. Once simulator is
started, it begins to create user nodes, item nodes, relationships
between all nodes (following the specifications given before
in this section) and finally requesting a recommendation. The
diagram also shows that the main controller process records
the elapsed time for each simulation.
VI. VALIDATION OF THE SIMULATOR’S COMPONENTS
Before running simulations scenarios, the simulator’s com-
ponents require validation. That is, we first need to delve
attention to the outputs of the main simulator’s components
(functional validation).
In this work, the simulator’s engine has two main respon-
sibilities:
• Simulating the values for ratings (between users and
items). This part of the simulator’s engine generates two
kinds of ratings: good-item ratings and random ratings
(this is described in previous sections).
• Simulating the values of trust and knowledge obsoles-
cence (between users).
It should be noted that bigger networks are impossible to
show in a document. Therefore, this section implicitly shows
validation for:
• Creation of nodes (Start node, InBetween nodes, EndLine
nodes)
• Creation of relationships (trust and knowledge obsoles-
cence, and ratings)
• Getting the values of ratings for items
• Getting a recommendation of items
Section VI-A presents validation for the simulation engine.
A. Simulation Engine
In this work, the simulation engine concept is used to denote
the ratings and trust generators. The simulation engine consists
of two big components:
• Rating Generator: this component generates ratings for
good-quality and random(neutral or uniform)-quality
items.
• Trust Generator: this component generates the trust values
for relationships.
In general, all the generators from the engine are imple-
mented using the inverse-transform method (see [125] for
further information). Previous experience was used to devise
the theoretical populations in both generators [2][27].
Validation of both generators was carried on by using the
chi-square goodness of fit test. This test requires a simulated
random sample of size n from the population we are trying to
achieve [128]. Every statistical testing was performed with
a random sample of size n = 4000 (i.e., 4000 ratings or
trust values generated)8 and by approximating the hypothetical
distribution using the expected relative frequencies and the
sample size.
B. Validation of a Recommendation
To validate a recommendation, we run a small simulation
(see 5). First step in obtaining a recommendation is to get, for
each item, the raters set which will be denoted here by Ri,
where i is the item id. In this case:
• For item it1, Rit1 = {e1, e2, e3}
• For item it2, Rit2 = ∅
• For item it3, Rit3 = {e2, e3}
The next step is to determine the trust on the user by using
the algorithm exposed in section V. By applying manually
the algorithm, we get the trust for the users (denoted here by
T (n), where n is the node) from the source node (i1).
From the source node to the sink node e1 there are four
valid paths:
• i1, e1
• i1, n2, n1, e1
• i1, n3, n1, e1
• i1, n3, e1
Thus, we can compute the trust on e1 as:
T (e1) =
6 + 1+8+103 +
3+6+10
3 +
3+6
2
4
≈ 5.8
From the source node to the sink node e2 there are two
valid paths:
• i1, n2, e2
• i1, n3, n1, n2, e2
In this case, trust on e2 is computed as:
T (e2) =
1+8
2 +
3+6+9+8
4
2
= 5.5
The reader should note that, as an example, a path like
i1, n2, n1, n2, e2 is not a valid one because node n2 appears
two times (i.e., there is a cycle in the path).
Finally, trust for node e3 is computed:
T (e3) =
1 + 1+32 +
1+8+3
3 +
3+6+3
3 +
3+6+9+3
4
5
= 3.25
considering the following valid paths:
• i1, e3
• i1, n2, e3
• i1, n2, n1, e3
• i1, n3, n1, e3
• i1, n3, n1, n2, e3
8Chi-square test is very sensitive to sample size. However, as we are
generating in silico these random numbers, we can use a value of n = 4000
for the sample size, which is higher than the commonly cited ideal value of
n = 1000 [129][130].
Fig. 4. Sequence diagram for components of the simulator.
In this example, we instructed the simulator to consider
only users with T (n) ≥ 5.0 for making the recommendation.
Therefore, the ratings from users e1 and e2 are considered.
For item 1, the rating is simply the average of the ratings
from e1 and e2:
r(it1) =
1 + 5
2
= 3
For item 3, the rating is 5, i.e., the rating from e2 (e3 is not
considered as the trust from the source node is not enough).
All values shown here were compared to the output of the
simulator. Similar to this example, other seven networks were
simulated and the same procedure applied. This procedure
helped to check the functional correctness of the software by
observing its outputs.
VII. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
Several simulation runs were used to generate data in order
to reach some conclusions. As there are several parameters to
be set in the simulator, we defined to big groups of simulations:
1) Trust-only group: networks with trust relationships only.
2) Trust-knowledge-obsolescence group: networks with
both trust and knowledge obsolescence relationships.
Both groups consist of five cases. Each case represent
a particular parameter setting variation. In the first group,
the parameter that was varied along runs was the trust
relationship ratio with values {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5} (five
cases). In the second group, trust relationship ratio was
varied as in the first group, and the probability for a
knowledge obsolescence relationship was set to 0.3.
Thus, for the second group we have the following five cases:
{{0.1}{0.3}, {0.2}{0.3}, {0.3}{0.4}, {0.4}{0.3}, {0.5}{0.3}}.
Each case within a group consists of 40 simulation runs.
This gives a total of 400 simulation runs (40 runs for each of
the 5 cases within 2 groups). Much discussion has been de-
voted to the length of simulations (i.e., how many simulations
should be run in order to generate statistical-interesting data)
[135][136][137][138][139]. As noted in [135], in stochastic
simulation it is not easy to determine how many runs as in
the case of deterministic simulation (in this case, only one
run is required). Although we are working with in silico
models, the reader should remember we are actually simulating
human behavior. Thus, in this work we defined a total of 40
simulation runs for each case as this number is commonly
used in qualitative analysis [140][141][142].
The following other settable parameters were fixed for both
groups9:
• Start node: by definition, only one start node can exist in
the simulation.
• InBetween nodes: 20
• EndLine nodes: 10
• Item nodes: 50
• Good-item ratio: 0.8
• Rater node-Item node connectivity factor: 0.3
Therefore, a maximum of 6480 relationships could exist10
(including rating relations) in each one of the 400 networks
9As no previous related studies exist, we fixed these parameters consid-
ering execution time as an important factor. Higher values on any of these
parameters result in very large simulation times (more than 2 hour for each
case).
10A network is treated as a directed graph.
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Fig. 5. Network example for validation.
(cases) generated.
Simulating this kind of networks is a time and space
consuming process. However, the time and space consuming
characteristic is an inherent characteristic of almost every
complex simulation process. Therefore, the reader should not
confuse the time and space consuming aspect of simulating
a network (relationships and recommendations) with working
with a real network. It is expected that working with a real
network be a less time and space consuming process as the
relationships generation process occurs in real-time. Probably,
most time and space consuming process in a real network is
the recommendation process.
First group of simulation runs took an actual time of 51
minutes while the second one took 52 minutes. Therefore, we
have a total of 1.7 hours of actual simulation time 11.
As a matter of clarification for the following sections, some
conventions will be used:
• Each case within a group is numbered from 1 to 5.
• Each test case (referring to hypotheses testings, not to
software testing) is numbered from C1 to C5. These cases
represents parallel comparisons between the two groups.
For example, C1 represents a comparison between trust-
only approach with trust relationships ratio of 0.1 and
a trust-knowledge-obsolescence approach with trust re-
lationships ratio of 0.1 and knowledge obsolescence
probability of 0.3.
11Simulation time includes actual time between starting of the simulator
and the simulation run ending. It does not include any other time.
A. Success Scenarios
Although not common in the literature as we would want,
a ratio of success scenarios is an important metric. We define
a success scenario as a network of nodes (users) with trust
and/or knowledge obsolescence relationships in which at least
one item can be recommended. This definition needs to be
complemented with the two possible cases in which items
cannot be recommended. These cases are:
• There are no nodes rating items (very unlikely in this
work, as the probability for a rater node to rate an item
was set to 0.3).
• The algorithm could not find a way to reach a rater node
(most likely).
Now it should be clear why the ratio of success scenarios is
of high importance: it is indicating success of a recommender
system. The lower the ratio of success scenarios, the higher
the ratio of recommender system failure.
As stated before in the first part of this section, for each case
of parameter setting in the simulator we run 40 simulations.
Therefore, the ratio (or percentage) is always measured over
40.
Table I shows the trust relationships ratio (parameter for the
simulation), the number of success scenarios and the ratio. The
table also shows a number to identify each case (cases from
1 to 5).
In a similar way, table II shows the trust relationships ratio,
the knowledge obsolescence probability, the number of success
scenarios and the ratio. In this case, the trust relationships
ratios and the knowledge obsolescence probability are both
Case Trust Rels. Ratio Success Scenarios Ratio
1 0.1 28 0.70
2 0.2 35 0.88
3 0.3 38 0.95
4 0.4 39 0.98
5 0.5 40 1.00
TABLE I
NUMBER AND RATIO OF SUCCESS SCENARIOS (TRUST ONLY).
parameters for the simulation. Again, a case number is as-
signed (from 1 to 5).
Case Trust Rels. Ratio Success Scenarios Ratio
1 0.1 40 1.00
2 0.2 39 0.98
3 0.3 40 1.00
4 0.4 40 1.00
5 0.5 40 1.00
TABLE II
NUMBER AND RATIO OF SUCCESS SCENARIOS (TRUST W/KO
PROBABILITY = 0.3).
Figure 6 shows a plot of the evolution of both ratios for
each case. In the plot, we can observe the asymptotic aspect
of the ratio when only trust relationships are used.
Observing data from tables I and II and plot in figure 6 we
can state the following preliminary conclusions:
• First, in the case of networks with trust relationships only,
it is interesting to note how the ratio of success scenarios
quickly increases as the trust relationships ratio increases
(asymptotic behavior).
• Second, in the case of networks with trust and knowledge
obsolescence relationships, all five cases shown a ratio
near to 40.
• Third, it seems knowledge obsolescence is a determinant
factor on the recommender system success in less trust-
worthy12 scenarios.
B. Coverage of Items
A well-known metric to measure performance of recom-
mender systems (whether trust-based or not) is called Cover-
age. In its simplest form, coverage is the ratio of the number
of recommended items over the total number of items. Thus,
coverage can be defined as follows:
Coverage =
NumberOfRecommendedItems
TotalItems
Table III shows the average number of recommended items
and the standard deviation for each case when using the
trust-only approach. Table IV shows the average number of
recommended items and the standard deviation for each case
12A trustworthy scenario is one in which trust has been widely used as
relationships between nodes (i.e., trust has been widely used by users).
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Fig. 7. Average Number of Recommended Items.
when using trust and knowledge obsolescence. Figure 7 shows
a plot with a visual comparison of the average number of
recommended items for both approaches.
Case Trust Rels. Ratio Avg. of Items Std. Dev.
1 0.1 17,46 7,47
2 0.2 21,86 7,82
3 0.3 22,55 5,69
4 0.4 23,82 4,28
5 0.5 24,05 4,94
TABLE III
AVERAGE NUMBER OF RECOMMENDED ITEMS (TRUST ONLY)
Case Trust Rels. Ratio Avg. of Items Std. Dev.
1 0.1 23 4,17
2 0.2 23,87 6,49
3 0.3 25 3,31
4 0.4 24,05 4,14
5 0.5 23,88 2,59
TABLE IV
AVERAGE NUMBER OF RECOMMENDED ITEMS (TRUST W/KO
PROBABILITY = 0.3)
As we have fixed the total number of items to 50, we can
calculate the coverage for each case. We can make use of a
statistical approach in order to test whether the proportions of
recommended items (for both approaches) are different or not.
Therefore, our interest is in testing the following hypotheses:
H0 : p1 = p2
H1 : p1 6= p2
Our null hypothesis state that proportions (coverages) are
equal for both approaches. The alternative hypothesis states
that the coverage given by a trust-only-based recommender
system is less than the coverage given by a trust-knowledge-
obsolescence-based recommender system. In the hypotheses
formulation, p1 represents the coverage for trust-only cases
and p2 represents the coverage for trust with knowledge
obsolescence cases.
To test these hypotheses, we use the following test statistic:
Z0 =
Pˆ1 − Pˆ2
Pˆ (1− Pˆ )( 1n1 + 1n2 )
where n1 and n2 are the sample sizes. We have available
an estimator for Pˆ defined as:
Pˆ =
X1 +X2
n1 + n2
Rejection criteria for the null hypothesis is z0 < −zα/2.
With a significance level of α = 0.05 (confidence level of
0.95), we have z0.025 = 1.96. Thus, we will reject the null
hypothesis if z0 < −1.96.
Test Case pˆ1 pˆ2 z0 H0
C1 0.56 0.8 -2.57 Rejected
C2 0.7 0.78 -0.91 Not rejected
C3 0.76 0.8 -0.48 Not rejected
C4 0.78 0.8 -0.25 Not rejected
C5 0.8 0.8 0 Not rejected
TABLE V
INFERENCE FOR THE DIFFERENCE IN PROPORTIONS (COVERAGE).
According to table V, we have statistical evidence to state
that coverage in the trust-knowledge-obsolescence approach is
greater than in the trust-only approach for test case C1 (i.e.,
a ratio of 0.1 for trust relationships and a 0.3 for knowledge
obsolescence relationship probability). For the other test cases,
although the proportions were always higher for the trust-
knowledge-obsolescence approach (except in C5), we lack
strong statistical support for stating that coverages are dif-
ferent.
C. Quality of Recommendations
Quality is hard to define in any area. In this work, we
used the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) approach to give some
insight on what quality of recommendations means in this
context and to define a metric to measure this quality.
Using GQM we state the following elements:
• Goal: (I as a user) Want to get the best items (i.e., highest
rated items)
• Question: Does this approach (simulation) give (me) the
best items (i.e., highest rated items)?
• Metric: Average rating of recommended items per case
of simulations
It should be remembered here that we generated rating
relationships in a controlled manner (i.e., not uniform or
random approach), thus allowing to get measurements for this
metric easily.
Table VI shows the average of ratings of the recommended
items when only trust is used. On the other hand, table VII
shows the average of ratings of the recommended items when
trust and knowledge obsolescence are used.
Case Trust Rels. Ratio Avg. Rating Std. Dev.
1 0.1 4,25 0,42
2 0.2 4,18 0,31
3 0.3 4,14 0,22
4 0.4 4,13 0,21
5 0.5 4,16 0,21
TABLE VI
AVERAGE OF RATINGS OF RECOMMENDED ITEMS (TRUST ONLY).
Case Trust Rels. Ratio Avg. Rating Std. Dev.
1 0.1 4,17 0,25
2 0.2 6,49 0,26
3 0.3 3,31 0,21
4 0.4 4,14 0,25
5 0.5 2,59 0,22
TABLE VII
AVERAGE OF RATINGS OF RECOMMENDED ITEMS (TRUST W/KO
PROBABILITY = 0.3).
Figure 8 presents a plot of the average of the ratings of
the items that appeared as recommended. Neither visually nor
numerically we find significant differences in the ratings of the
recommended items using trust only and trust with knowledge
obsolescence. Given this insight, we use again a statistical
approach to confirm our perceptions. In this case, we want to
test the following hypotheses:
H0 : µ1 − µ2 = 0
H1 : µ1 − µ2 6= 0
What these set of hypotheses are stating is that the average
of ratings for the trust-only approach (µ1) is equal to the aver-
age of ratings for the trust-knowledge obsolescence approach
(µ2). Thus, the hypotheses could be easily rewritten as follows:
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H0 : µ1 = µ2
H1 : µ1 6= µ2
which is a bit clear for our purposes (we want to test if
there are significant differences between average ratings of
recommended items by the two approaches).
As the values of the variances for the average of ratings are
similar, we argue the population variances are equal. Also, the
reader should remember all of the values for ratings were sim-
ulated in a similar way (i.e., using same procedure) and there
is no element in the simulator that could interfere or bias any
of the two variances. Thus, we can argue homoscedasticity in
the random variables. However, we cannot argue that variances
are known in advance. We have no previous experience with
this simulator (as this was developed for this work thesis), thus
we cannot state that variances are known in advance, although
we have the sample variances. Therefore, we will make use of
a t− student distribution in order to evaluate the hypotheses.
Our test statistic is defined as follows:
T0 =
X¯1 − X¯2
Sp
q
1
n1
+ 1n2
T0 follows a t−student distribution with n1+n2−2 degrees
of freedom. Sp is the square root of a pooled estimator of σ2:
S2p =
(n1 − 1)S21 + (n2 − 1)S22
n1 + n2 − 2
Rejection criteria for the null hypothesis are t0 >
tα/2,n1+n2−2 or t0 < −tα/2,n1+n2−2.
With a significance level of α = 0.05 (confidence level of
0.95), we construct table VIII which shows the results for the
tests for each of the five comparisons (we use the same naming
convention for the comparisons; see first part of this section
for more on this).
For all cases, we make use of t0.0025,n1+n2−2 = 2. Values
for n1 and n2 are not shown in table VIII as they were already
shown in tables VI and VII.
Test Case x¯1 x¯2 s21 s
2
2 t0 H0
C1 4.25 4.13 0.17 0.06 1.50 Not rejected
C2 4.18 4.16 0.09 0.07 0.30 Not rejected
C3 4.14 4.18 0.05 0.05 -0.80 Not rejected
C4 4.13 4.19 0.04 0.06 -1.08 Not rejected
C5 4.16 4.11 0.04 0.05 1.01 Not rejected
TABLE VIII
INFERENCE FOR THE DIFFERENCE IN AVERAGES OF THE RATINGS.
According to table VIII, we do not have strong statistical
evidence to state that the average of the ratings of items recom-
mended with a trust-only approach is different to the average
of the ratings of items recommended with a trust-knowledge-
obsolescence approach in any of the five comparisons (test
cases).
VIII. CONCLUSIONS, CHALLENGES AND FUTURE WORK
A. Conclusions
This work led us to interesting conclusions about the poten-
tial use of knowledge obsolescence in recommender systems.
First, we found an interesting behavior in the number of
success scenarios13 when knowledge obsolescence is used.
When only trust relationships are used, an asymptotic behavior
of the curve given by the number of the success scenarios
as trust relationship ratio increases was found. When using
knowledge obsolescence, the curve was much more stable,
reaching (except in one case) the 100% of success. This
difference in ratios given by the different approaches led us to
the following interpretation: in scenarios in which a trust re-
lationship is hard to define, knowledge obsolescence could
have a significant impact in the success of a recommender
system. It should be noted here that a success scenario is a
case of recommender system success (i.e., a failed scenario is
also a case in which a recommender system would fail).
Second, except in one case, we found trust-knowledge-
obsolescence scenarios giving more items recommended
(higher coverage). However, statistical evidence strongly sup-
ports the case in which there are a 10% of trust relationships
and the probability for knowledge obsolescence relationships
is 0.3. This led us to an interesting general conclusion and
interpretation: knowledge obsolescence relationships would
improve items coverage when used in areas subject to
knowledge obsolescence. Thus, in contexts where knowledge
obsolescence does not have importance (i.e., users would not
be able to rate knowledge obsolescence on partners) will not
have measurable effects on items coverage. This interpretation
is founded on the fact that in areas in which knowledge
obsolescence is not important, the probability of knowledge
obsolescence relationships will be low (thus, the network
would become similar to a trust-only one).
Third, we found no significant effect of knowledge
obsolescence neither numerically nor statistically on the
13A success scenario is defined as a network in which at least one item can
be recommended.
quality of the recommendation. That is, we were not able
to find higher-rated items by using trust and knowledge
obsolescence together (compared to the case in which only
trust relationships are used).
B. Challenges: Threats to Validity and Implementation
1) Threats to Validity: As noted in previous sections, threats
to validity always exist when working with in silico models.
In our case, the main threats to validity are:
• We treated items as generic returnable items by a Web
site. These generic returnable items can be movies, books,
papers, among others. However, attention should be put
when extending our results to specific returnable items.
For example, these results could apply to movies, but not
necessarily to books.
• The algorithm used for recommendations should be con-
sidered too. We implemented a specific algorithm (see
section V) and the results are specific to this algorithm.
Extension of our results to other recommendation systems
should be done carefully.
• Implicitly we assumed human behavior. Many of these
assumptions were given by observation to several virtual
communities. Extension of our results to specific virtual
communities should consider previous knowledge on user
behavior.
2) Implementation: One interesting challenge we faced in
the development of this thesis work was considering appropri-
ate principles from Software Engineering for the development
of the software simulator. Main efforts were devoted to soft-
ware design and the overall architecture. The efforts on the
software design and on the overall software architecture were
motivated by the requirement of developing a scalable software
considering possible improvements and new parameter settings
in the future. This will allow us to continue several other
types of simulations to study other aspects of knowledge
obsolescence inclusion in trust-based recommender systems.
Another challenge we faced is related to the execution of
the software simulator. As stated before, simulations are often
time and space consuming processes. In our specific context,
the simulator developed was specifically space consuming. We
found several execution interruptions by exceptions related
to the memory assigned to the Java Garbage Collector (this
is a common performance issue, as noted by Trisha Gee
in the chapter “Why Java 8?” from [143]). What we did
was to re-set some related parameters when starting the Java
Runtime Environment. Fortunately, this is an issue that has
been reported several times by other software products and
servers. Thus, the solution is relatively known.
C. Future Work
As a future work, we are interested in exploring the effect
of the size of the networks simulated in the trust-knowledge-
obsolescence approaches. As designed, the software simu-
lator allows us to control the size of groups of nodes in
the network. For example, we can freely vary the size of
the InBetween group of nodes in order to see if there is
some effect on the recommendations. Also, we would like to
explore in more detail the effects of varying the Rater-node-
Item-node connectivity factor on the coverage and quality
of the recommendations. As a final remark regarding future
work, we are also interested in exploring information retrieval
techniques to build the knowledge obsolescence indicator in a
semi-automatic way.
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